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We connect people
across Europe
and the world
with projects that
give education,
infrastructure,
quality of life and a
loving home to the
most vulnerable
children.
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TOGETHER

2019 4Life European Convention
During the 4Life European Convention in Valencia, Spain, Together
2019, which was held on February 14, 15 and 16, 4Life donated 21,114
euros to SOS Children’s Villages in Spain, which was distributed as
follows:

VALENCIA DAY CENTRE
•
•
•

A video camera for use in two
types of activities: with the
children and with families
Two tables and a cupboard, as
part of the renovation of the
Day Centre.
A washing machine for the
families’ laundry needs.

“RÍO DE GUADARRAMA”
DAY CENTRE, MADRID.
•

ZARAGOZA VILLAGE
4Life assigned 5,230 euros to
pay for children’s holidays at
the Zaragoza Village. Thanks to
this donation, the children were
able to have a summer holiday
by the beach at Roda de Bará
(Tarragona), enjoying relaxing
moments with their friends,
siblings and social care workers.

•

•

Equipment for the
Professional Cookery
Workshop at the Villalba
Youth Programme in Madrid.
This Cookery Programme
aims to offer a professional
training educational
opportunity for young people
who have dropped out of the
educational system, enabling
them to gain access into the
labour market.
Sound system and acoustics
arrangements at the “Rio de
Guadarrama” Day Centre,
Madrid.
Painting of the interior of the
“Abantos” Day Centre, Madrid.
This centre receives many
people daily and it is therefore
important to keep it in good
condition.

MASTER BUILDER TRIP
Mallorca 2019

The Master Builder Trip was held in Mallorca from July 18 to 21.
Foundation 4Life held an activity called: Solidarity Puzzle, raising
2,370 euros, which were invested as follows:

MALLORCA DAY CENTRE
The Mallorca Day Centre provides
vital academic support. This is
because many of these children
and young people receive no
help with their homework or
with understanding their classes
outside the Centre.
During the course of providing
this support, the Centre noticed
that attending children and
young people show a significant
lack of computer knowledge in
comparison with other children
and young people their age, and
have no way of obtaining this
knowledge.

The Mallorca Day Centre
therefore decided to invest in
promoting the correct use of this
tool, which is so necessary in
today’s world.
This donation was particularly
useful, considering the fact
that these children do not have
computers, tablets and other
IT devices at home. Therefore,
investing in this area allows them
to use their time at the Centre to
learn how to use these devices
responsibly and for educational
purposes.
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PROJECT SOS CHILDREN’S VILLAGES
Turin (Italy), 2019

SOS Children’s Villages has
launched an innovative project
to provide residential foster
care to mothers and children.

WITH 4LIFE SUPPORT
IN 2019 IT WAS
POSSIBLE TO...

This initiative is a family
foster-care project aimed at
single mothers with children
and single underage girls.
Beneficiaries are mainly
Nigerians or in any case
Africans, and in general
mothers with children facing
serious distress.

A new center for women and
children was founded and
refurbished in 2018.

To date, the project
has provided care to 35
beneficiaries in total.
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4Life contributed to this
center with the purchase of
new beds, mattresses and
sheets to complete the interior
decoration of children’s
bedrooms.

SOS CHILDREN’S VILLAGES, CATALONIA
2019 has been a very special year at 4Life. Its
European headquarters were renovated in order to
adapt to new business trends and dynamics.
Furniture, round tables, desks, sofas and filing
cabinets in perfect condition were donated to the
community of the SOS Children’s Village in Catalonia.
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SOLIDARITY ACTIONS
Europe 2019

Children indeed are the future. It is a privilege for 4Life to do
everything in its power to provide the best possible foundation for
them through education, nutrition and a safe and loving home.
In this way, we will contribute so that children may create a truly
extraordinary life of their own.
FOUNDATION 4LIFE SOLIDARITY ACTIONS

BY CALLING OUR CUSTOMER SERVICE
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SOLIDARITY
ACTIONSCARRIED OUT BY
DISTRIBUTORS

WAYS TO
COLLABORATE

DONATING A PERCENTAGE
OF YOUR MONTHLY BONUS

BUYING 4LIFE FORTIFY™

WHEN BUYING, YOU CAN DONATE €1, €5 OR €10

6 Projects
€ 25.270
Thanks to the
different ways
of donating and
collaborating for
the Foundation
4Life, we have
all raised 25.210
Euros for the
most vulnerable
children during
2019.

19 Children

Through the nonDuring the Master
governmental
Builder Trip
organization
2019, distributors
SOS Children’s
participatred in a
Villages, 6 of its
Solidarity Activity
eupean villages
161 Smiles and thanks to their
have benefited
contribution, 19
in infrastructure, We have positively
girls and boys,
impacted on the
school supplies,
have received
lives of about
household
computer
material
161 children,
appliances,
destined
for
their
including their
furniture, and
education.
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